Support Example: Start Positions
This example shows how Support works in BCS. The start posi7ons for
units in this example came from a recent play test.
The defending Forma7on is 101 Airborne Division(101Abn) and the
aFacking Forma7on is 2 Panzer Division(2Pz). All of the images will
cover the same area of the map which contains only a por7on of both
the defending and aFacking Forma7ons.
This ﬁrst image shows the unit start posi7ons. 2Pz and 101Abn HQ’s
are outlined in Green. Support units may be placed oﬀ map or on map
as shown here outlined in Yellow. It is important to remember that
the Support Units shown here are for informa7on and are not units
occupying these hexes. Each Support unit is broken down and
dispersed to other units of the Forma7on.
There are three types of Support units:
Red AV Support (here 38 StG Bn/2Pz)
Stand Oﬀ Support (here 668 88 Bn/assigned to 2Pz)
Limited AV Support (here 705 TD Bn/assigned to 101Abn)
For this example the weather is:
Ground = Normal
Atmosphere = Good
Visibility = Any
It is the German Player Ac7va7on and he ac7vates 2Pz with a Full
SNAFU result.
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Defending Units: Zones of Control
The German player decides to aFack the four front line baFalions
(Bns) of 101Abn. Those 4 Bns are outlined in red. Red KTX markers
iden7fy the hexes containing Zones of Control (ZOCs) generated by
these Bns.
Important Point: ZOCs are generated in all hexes adjacent to all units.
excep7ons
• HQs
• Combat Trains (CTs)
• Unprepared units (no AV or Assault Arrow)

If a Forma7on has any type of Support all ZOCs become Support AV
Enemy Zones of Control (AV EZOCs) for enemy units. This is an
important diﬀerence because a normal ZOC does not stop the
movement of enemy units with Tac Movement Allowances (MAs).
However Tac MA units must stop when they enter an AV EZOC.
In addi7on to crea7ng AV ZOCs a Support unit can create Engagement
Zones based on the range of the Support unit.
The next image shows the Engagement Zones (marked with blue Xs)
created by 705 TD Bn assigned to 101Abn.
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Defending Units: Engagement Zones
705 TD Bn has a range of 3 hexes and with clear weather the tank
destroyers can engage hexes up to 3 hexes away from all supported
Bns providing their LOS does not pass through a hex containing
Blocking Terrain (see TEC).
1. 2Pz HQ is located in an Engagement Zone hex. This is allowed
because when the HQ entered its current loca7on there was no
Engagement Zone in the hex. Also note that the HQ could not move to
any of the three Engagement Zone hexes adjacent to its loca7on. The
HQ could move into any of the 3 adjacent hexes that do not contain
Engagement Zones but could not reenter either another EZOC or
another Engagement Zone.
2. There are 3 Bns of 2Pz in this image that are currently showing
Truck MAs (38Pio, II/304, and I/304). If these Bns stay in Truck
movement each has diﬀerent movement choices. Remember these
are Truck movement choices.
38Pio: This unit can move into the 3 adjacent blue X marked hexes
(Engagement Zones) but must then STOP. 38Pio cannot enter the 2
EZOC hexes because the unit cannot move from one EZOC directly
into another EZOC.
II/304: This unit can move to any of the 6 immediately adjacent hexes
HOWEVER ALL 6 adjacent hexes create a STOP either because they are
EZOC hexes, Engagement Zone Hexes or contain Stop terrain.
I/304: If this unit moves and enters an Engagement Zone or Stop
Terrain hex it must STOP.
3. ALL of these 3 Truck MA Bns may ﬂip to their Leg MA side before
they move. If they do that they may enter or leave Engagement Zone
hexes (blue Xs) but must stop if they enter an EZOC or normal Stop
terrain.
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Attacking Units: Engaging Support 1/506
The German player has a Full Ac7va7on and places his 2 OBJ markers
in hex 04.24 on 1/506/101Abn. This places all 4 front line Bns in a
Double OBJ Zone (referred to as DT). 2Pz tries to drop Support for all 4
Bns.
I/3 moves from 06.25 to 05.25. This is allowed because Tac movers
can move through Engagement Zone hexes and into EZOCs. Upon
entering the AV EZOC in 05.25 I/3 must STOP. I/3 must also enter this
hex if it wishes to engage 1/506’s support because the defender is in
Terrain. I/3 has the range to engage a target from 05.25 but the
maximum range allowed to engage a target in Terrain is 1 hex.
I/3 engages support of 1/506. Note that this is an engagement of
support and NOT a Stopping Engagement. The German Player can
choose to engage or not, but in this case he wants to drop the support
of 1/506 to make a Regular AFack more eﬀec7ve.
This engagement uses the Support Inv’ld line of the Engagement
Table.
AFacker is AR4+AV5+DT=10
Defender is AR5 (1/506) + AV3 (705TD support unit)=8
NetDRM=+2
The DR8+2 = 10 and Support is temporarily dropped for 1/506. This
unit will have no support for the remainder of this ac7va7on.
This result was only 1 away from a modiﬁed DR of 11 which would
have eliminated the last step of 705TD. If this had occurred support
would have dropped for ALL units of 101Abn un7l 705 TD could be
rebuilt or another Support unit could be assigned.
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Attacking Units: Engaging Support 1/502
1/506 no longer has an AV EZOC. I/3 is now free to move because it
dropped the Support from 1/506. The Bn is s7ll in the Engagement
Zone from 1/502 but it can leave that Engagement Zone and enter the
AV EZOC of 1/502 in 05.24.
I/3 uses its second Fire Event to engage the support of 1/502. This
engagement is the same as the engagement of 1/506. Support is
temporarily dropped for 1/502. I/3 is now STOP because it has used
its second Fire Event. I/3 can s7ll be used to Assist aFacks against
either 1/506 or 1/502.
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Attacking Units: Engaging Support 1/327
II/3 moves from 01.27 to 02.26 and engages the support of 1/327.
AFacker is AR4+AV4+DT=9
Defender is AR4 (1/327) + AV3 (705TD support unit)=7
NetDRM=+2
The DR6+2 = 8 and Support is temporarily dropped for 1/327.
II/3 cannot move further but s7ll has one remaining Fire Event. The
second Fire Event is used to conduct an AFack by Fire on 1/327. The
result is no Step Loss (SL).
Important Point: Enemy units cannot conduct AFacks by Fire against
defending units which have ac7ve Support.
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Attacking Units: Engaging Support 3/506
The problem now is how to engage the support of 3/506. II/304
changes to Deployed (Leg MA) and moves into hex 03.26. Now the
Standoﬀ Support Unit, 668 88 Bn suppor7ng II/304 can engage the
support of 3/506.
AFacker is AR4+AV5+DT=10
Defender is AR5 (3/506) + AV3 (705TD support unit)=8
NetDRM=+2
The DR8+2 = 10 and Support is temporarily dropped for 3/506.
Since 668 88 Bn has 2 steps it can perform 2 Standoﬀ Support
Engagements during the Ac7va7on. These engagements can be called
from any supported 2Pz unit. II/304 uses a second Standoﬀ Support
engagement to perform an AFack by Fire on 3/506. The result is no
SL.
2Pz has now dropped the support of all 4 defending frontline Bns. 2Pz
now moves to the AFack.
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Attacking Units: 1st Attack
I/304 changes to Deployed and moves as shown to stack with I/3 and
conduct an AFack on 1/502.
I/304 is the AFack unit and I/3 is the Assist unit
1 Point of Ar7llery ﬁres a Suppression Mission (5 ART points remain).
AFacker DRM is:
+4 AR from I/304
+1 Support from 38 Stg Bn
+1 Assist from I/3
+2 Suppression from Ar7llery
+1 from DT = 9
Defender DRM is:
+5 AR from 1/502
+1 Prepared Defense
+1 Defender Terrain = 7
NetDRM = +2
DR8 +2 = 10 A1 SL+D1 SL (Situa7onal)+Traﬃc (Stopped marker).
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Attacking Units: 2nd Attack
The second aFack is launched by II/304 against 3/506 but ﬁrst 38 Pio
changes to Deployed and moves ﬁrst to 03.27 out of EZOC and then
back to 03.26 to stack with II/304.
II/304 is the AFack unit and 38Pio is the Assist unit
1 Point of Ar7llery ﬁres a Suppression Mission (4 ART points remain).
AFacker DRM is:
+4 AR from II/304
+1 Support from 38 Stg Bn
+1 Assist from 38Pio
+2 Suppression from Ar7llery
+1 from DT = 9
Defender DRM is:
+5 AR from 3/506
+1 Prepared Defense
+1 Defender Terrain = 7
NetDRM = +2
DR9 +2 = 11 D1 SL+retreat.
3/506 retreats as shown (blue arrow) and II/304 advances into the
defender hex.
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Attacking Units: 3rd Attack
The third aFack is launched by KG vBohm and II/3 against 1/327.
KG vBohm is the AFack unit and II/3 is the Assist unit
1 Point of Ar7llery ﬁres a Suppression Mission (3 ART points remain).
AFacker DRM is:
+5 AR from KG vBohm
+1 Dual aFack unit (Dual units have their own Support)
+1 Assist from II/3
+2 Suppression from Ar7llery
+1 from DT = 10
Defender DRM is:
+4 AR from 1/327
+1 Prepared Defense
+1 Defender Terrain = 6
NetDRM = +4
DR8 +4 = 12 D1+D1 for No Safe Path = 2SL + retreat.
1/327 retreats as shown (blue arrow) and KG vBohm advances into
the defender hex.
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Attacking Units: Final Barrages
2Pz has 3 ART point remaining and there are 2 defending Bns s7ll
located in OBJ zones. Even though 1/502 has been aFacked it has not
had an Ar7llery Destruc7on mission ﬁred at the hex.
Two 1 Point Destruc7on Missions are ﬁred at 1/506 and 1/502.
1/506 takes 1 SL
1/502 takes no loss.
Example ends. Anyone reading this far should note that this example
had a long string of excellent Die Rolls. There was only one combat DR
less that 7. PreFy good shoo7ng.
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